
overview 

izba consulting



izba is a Supply Chain Consulting Firm that builds and advises supply chains for

startups.

 

We augment your team in both short and long-term engagements providing

thought partnership and day-to-day management while building out your internal

full-time team as your business grows.

 

 We support building, restructuring, and optimizing supply chains of startups in all

phases of growth, as well as medium and large corporations, by leveraging

Fortune 500 and startup operator experience to bring excellence to any situation.

Our goal is to scale companies quickly while freeing founders and leaders to

focus on other aspects of their business. 
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about izba consulting

services
izba can provide end to end expertise for your entire supply chain.  No matter where you

are in your operations, we have the expertise to streamline your processes all while saving

money. Explore how izba can help you: 

transportation
execution &

strategy

fulfillment
network design &

management

factory &
production

management

omnichannel
expansion

sales &
operations

planning



a few of our clients

functional products & expertise

End-to-End

Operations

 

transportation execution & strategy

fulfillment network design &

management

omnichannel expansion

planning management

factory & production management

Procurement Strategy

Supplier RFPs

PO Management

GM Improvement 

factories | materials | packaging

Planning Strategy

Planning Software RFPs

S&OP, MRP Operations

Cash Flow Forecasting

Inventory Allocation

demand | supply | material | po &

sales order management 

Transport Strategy

Transport Provider RFPs

Freight Quoting & Bids

Freight Track & Trace

domestic | international | parcel

Fulfillment Strategy

Fulfillment Center RFPs

Fulfillment Management 

Operations Scorecarding

Fulfillment & Shipping Invoice

Validation

ecommerce | b2b | amazon

retail & marketplace optimization 

omnichannel optimzation

o2c process 



After 4 months, sales were 18 months ahead of

schedule. Due to the upfront attention to detail in the

Supply Chain design, each of the partners were able to

scale very quickly and Hubble Contacts rocketed to a

$100M valuation after only 4 months with no service

delays or stockouts.

We rebuilt the Flex Customer Service team, adding in metrics

to monitor performance and plan for future growth, helped

launch new products, offered international fulfillment,

renegotiated manufacturing contracts and implemented an

ERP. With out help, FLex was able to grow their Amazon

business 4X year over year by Spring 2020, and their retail

business by 100% in the same time frame.

“Izba has been critical in helping us to grow aggressively over

the past year. From expert negotiating to effective process

improvements and standardization, Izba has helped us to

scale our operations and cut costs smoothly despite hyper-

growth. They are a pleasure to work with--I can't recommend

them highly enough!"   

- Brynn Putnam, CEO Mirror

case studies


